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Attractive, engaging, and 
flexible dispensing that 
personalizes and enhances 
your beverage offerings.
Lancer presents the Touchscreen Tower, the tower with a design that 
attracts, a user-interface that enchants, and the proven dispensing 
technology that gives you confidence and offers your consumers a 
unique and personal experience. Your beverage offerings have never 
been better dressed, poured, or shared. 

Features:
> Large 10.4” touchscreen with a rich, attractive, yet simple, interface

> Customizable lighting patterns and design

> Countertop installation with a small foot-print (9.3” x16.3”)

> Up to 10 valve modules available to meet a wide range of ration control requirements 

> User interface and valve configuration flexibility for products and additives 
(sweeteners, juices, flavors, seasonal and functional ingredients, etc.)

> Assorted backroom equipment available to accommodate various applications  

> Dispensing Solutions that  Pour More
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Customer Service:  
Should you require more information about our products, please do not  
hesitate to contact our customer service desk at custserv@lancercorp.com.

Warranty:  
For warranty specifics by product, contact your Lancer Sales Representative. 
Equipment design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice.

Model  
320

SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL 320

DIMENSIONS 
Width: 9.5” (241.3 mm) 
Depth: 12.50” (317.5 mm) 
Depth: 17.50” (444.5 mm) including drip tray 
Height: 25” (635 mm) 
Shipping weight: 35 lbs (15.88 kg)

ELECTRICAL 
2 Amp, 120V, 50/60hz

TouchScreen TowerIn a sea of similar fountain programs, simply dispensing  
is no longer enough. 
A post-mix dispensing system is a major investment. Why not get 
the most out of it? The Touchscreen Tower will be the best salesman, 
ambassador, communicator for your brands. Its enticing presence 
encourages trial. 

Deliver an individualized, consistent, excellent quality 
beverage through a rich, digital, yet simple, interface that 
new generations crave.
The Touchscreen Tower’s digital capabilities let you offer products, 
flavors, and benefits like never before. You can now accommodate 
your customers’ desire to be unique and cater to their individual 
taste preferences with options to pick a brew, their choice of 
sweetener, and enhance their beverage with a selection of flavors, 
juices, spices and functions. The Touchscreen Tower’s flexibility 
allows you to easily launch and test new functions, seasonal 
options (think: summer tastes, winter spices) or the newest trendy 
sweetener, without removing your high runners. Incremental brewed 
offerings can have brewing variations and onsite fresh brewed 
cannot deliver the consistent quality of centrally brewed beverages. 
With the Touchscreen Tower, consumers can get the enhanced digital 
experience complete with their unique, steeped flavor, with the same 
excellence, time and again.  

Your very own 
interpretation of the 
Touchscreen Tower.
Share your brand and message 
through a custom designed 
Touchscreen Tower that 
leads to a special and novel 
experience, exclusively for your 

customers. Inquire with your Lancer representative about custom 
cladding and user interfaces possibilities.


